AUCKLAND DATING
DATING GUIDE

A COUPLE'S GUIDE
3 romantic spots to go with your date
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ROMANCE & AUCKLAND
BY AYANA

GET TO KNOW THE MOST ROMANTIC
SIDE OF AUCKLAND
The city of Auckland has become one of
the favourite spots for couples and singles
in the search for a new love adventure.
The popularly known as the “City of Sails”
hosts a wide range of events and activities
for singles who want to connect with, and
meet other locals for an unforgettable
date.

Do you want to find singles in Auckland
and start dating?

READY FOR THE ROMANCE?
AUCKLAND DATING: ENDLESS
ROMANTIC POSSIBILITIES
Auckland is one vibrant city.
Couples looking for spending some quality
time together and keeping the flame alive
can also find plenty of options to enjoy a
romantic day together..
It has the perfect places to meet eligible
singles and fall in love.
Are you ready to discover romance in
Auckland?

THE BUCKET LIST

3 ROMANTIC
SPOTS TO GO
WITH YOUR
DATE
Discover the top 3 most romantic spots
in Auckland.
Let the magic of Auckland create
amazing dates & memories!
Enjoy dating!
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INSIDE AUCKLAND'S ROMANTIC PLACES
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Outside cinema at
Silo Park

There are not many things more romantic than an open cinema.

Get there!

A great movie, the sky, you can bring your own food and drinks, and relax with
your date...

Great views

Very Romantic

Silos park open cinema has got great views and it also offers lots of different
activities such as outdoor concerts, films & markets.

It is, undoubtedly, one of the best dates you could organize in Auckland.

READ MORE_
Your dating type
exists: here's how
to find it!

Bring your own blanket and snuggle up al fresco!

Check their website here!
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WAIHEKE
ISLAND
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Things to do in Waiheke
Island

Breath-taking views

Perfect for a romantic date

Whether you decide to stay for
the night or just to spend the
day there, Waiheke island is a
great destination for a very
romantic date.
Waiheke island is considered to
be a paradise for food!
Succumb to romance in an
outstounding environment!
You can check here for more
ideas on how to organize your
romantic date in Waiheke Island!

READ MORE_
How to know if
you've found the
one. The Ultimate
Love Theory
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A POP UP
ROMANTIC
PICNIC

How to book it!
Amazng views of the landscape

Great places for picnics

Perfect place for a date

You don't have to go far to enjoy
an amazing sunset in Auckland
or a romantic picnic!
That's exactly what the company
withlovestyling offers: they
organize the most romantic
picnic for you and your date.
You just have to choose from 1 of
the 5 locations available and let
yourself be surprised!
If you want to show your date a
different perspective of
Auckland, check it out!

READ MORE_
Falling in love at
first bite?
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DISCOVER MORE DATING TIPS
Dating in NEW ZEALAND
Dating Crash course: 10 ways to
find Love
Senior Dating guide step-by-step
Free printable dating templates
Dating Recipes
In the mood for love Series
And much more!

